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SCIENCE 

Name__________________________________________ Date____________________ 
The Air around Us: Blowing Bubbles 

Students: 3 Years and up 

 

Materials needed 

 
 Plastic tumbler or paper cup for each person 

2 large-diameter, plastic drinking straws for each person 

1 large piece of dark-coloured construction paper of several small pieces 

1 bottle of liquid detergent or soap 

1 pitcher of warm water 

1 tongue depressor for each person 

1 pair of scissors 

Prepare the straws in advance by making four, half-inch slits in one end of each straw. Make the four 

slits equal distances from one another. Bend the resulting strips back to form the end of a bubble-

blowing straw, as shown in the end view. 

 

Place a tumbler and a tongue depressor before each child. Put about one-half teaspoon of liquid 

detergent in each tumbler. Then fill each tumbler two-thirds full of water. Prepare a tumbler yourself 

also. Invite each child to stir the mixture gently with the tongue depressor. What happens as you 

stir the water and detergent? It makes bubbles; it looks funny; it is foaming a little; it is moving 

around. 

 

Distribute the straw. Then show the children how to blow through uncut end of the straw while 

holding one hand near the cut end. Do you feel anything coming out of the straw? How does it 

make your hand feel? Tingly, warm, cool, itchy. What is coming out of the straw? My breath, air, 

something warm. Establish the idea that breath is put into one end of the straw by blowing into it and 

that breath comes out the other end. If the children are not aware that breath is air, introduce this idea. 

Ask, also, whether it is possible to see air, or breath. Some children will delight in learning to 

describe air, or breath, as invisible. 

 

Show the children how to blow a bubble by dipping the cut end of the straw into the liquid, removing 

the straw, and then blowing gently into the uncut end. What is happening? What makes the bubble 

blow larger? What makes a bubble burst? Too much breath; too much air; I blew too hard; blew 

too fast. 

 

Encourage the children to try blowing air into the straw with varying amounts of force. What 

happens when you blow hard? What happen when you blow gently? Is the bubble larger or 

smaller when you blow air gently? 

 

From time to time, talk with one child or a mall group about what makes the bubble. What is inside 

the bubble? 

 


